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Chief of station, Vienna
	 30 November 1993

Attn:
Chief oaae,. SoaShun
	 nvot (lief, BS

altBOMIVONZIOONIVOPERATIONAL
Status of SOB VW Staftehind Assets

=PERM& sin.19550, 1 April 1958

ACTION MUM* Mene for your information and files.

I. The following paragraphs contain summarr statements of the number
and state of readiness of Salsberg Operations Base steYbehind agents in each
of the eight NUM Unconventional iihrtare areas. Attached are individual
agent status reports*, arranged by Of Arial 'phi& are self-erplanatory.

A. VA Area P.
1) df the four agents presently committed to this area, only

tme can be oonsidomod viable assets and neither of these
is completely trained or capable of satisfactorily perform..
lug his wartime mission. daMAX1EIN.4„ one of the original
Fit' et has developed a vary mask =mow as a result of a -
severe head injury received in UP. He mad not be
treated to hanAle more than the most uncomplicated tasks
such as providing gatehouse facilities.

2) 014MMAN31623 has coolistortly failed to 'thaw up for tithe&
Iliad meetings, has net carried out spy of the instructions
given bin through ORBIAM40 has received no training and
has die:laved complete lack of interest.

3) The rensemi rg toe, OBBLANBD626 (PM and GaBLAMSD..31 (RO),
are only partially trained but appear to be capable indivi,.
duals mho should poem satisfactorily after they have re-
ceived sufficient training.
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B. Ufr
	

1#2

• This is the only area in which we have complete and competent
coverage. The three Kit agents GRINFASTN, GRLAUNCH-2 and
GRIAUNCH44/9 - are fully trained and capable operators and
have full eentlemente of W/T equipment. The fourth agent,
G1I4.UNCH.01 (P/A), although he has received little Oriel
tredWoraft training, has absorbed oonaiderable knowledge through
his six years association with KUSAMS4 He is every able men
possessing strong leadership qualities and should, with little
additional instruction, be fully capable of satisfactory perforu.
MACS

C. Or Ares)#3

There are no SOB agents resident in this area. GRIMPASTE has
conditionally agreed to cover this area provided he is unable
to remain and operate in Area #2. There is a still distant
prospect of remruiting a replacement for MAUER-3 (W/T opera-
tor). This person is a resident of Area #3.

V. uti Area 

1) At the moment there are five agents associated with this
area although none of them actually live 'within its boon»
daries. GRUM/H44 (P/A) does not have any wartime mission
and is expected to evacuate Auetria if possible. He rePre-

vents a potentially dangerous security problem in that he has
intimate knowledge of all of the agents (except GRAVINETHY4)
assigned to this area and his occupational and political posi-
tion mks him very susceptable to incarceration and possibly
extensive interrogation by an oocupying Commonist form,

2) ORRIFAIR-6 (P/i) =daft/If:PAIR/a, (a subs.agent to GERATAIR4)
are still in the initial stages of clandestine training and
cannot yet be considered capable of performing their respec-
tive missions. GHREPATH-.18 (N/T operator trainee) has recei-
ved no training in either W/T or tradecraft and owed not pre-
sently be used in his primary role.

3) GRAVIICTRT-4 (trained Wit agent) is not known to any of the
other agents in this area nor does he have any knowledge of
them. Although he could probably carry out his wartime mis-
sion alone, he could be used to much better advantage if he
were put into contact with a responsible P/A. Under present
conditions it would probably be beet to link hiM with OR-
REPAIR.6 even though they are physica l ly separated at the
moment by approximately 100 kilometers.
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4101
1) ORRIPAIR-7 (P/A) and ORRBPAIR4.5 (W/T operator trainee)

are the only agents presently maligned to this area.
They have no knoWledge of each other. Neither of them
has reached the nidwer Point in training although both
are progressing very eel. They could not, at this mo-
ment, be counted on to properly osrrY out their wartime
*imam, but ORRSPAIR4, given a good WI communications
channel, mild do a reasonably good job with specific in.
structions from the 0 Base.

) Another person has been spotted and TIVW be recruited as
ORM/M.7 1 s primary WiT operator * If and when this man
is recruited and fully trained, ORREPA1R45 will either
be assigned to another PAL or held as a reserve operator
for Area #5.

F. NA Area 416

Of the areas in 'which we have assets, U/0 Area #6 is the weak-
eat in terns of recruited and trained personnel. Only one agent,
omplia.9 (0.), has been obtained for this area and he has not
Yet received any specific instruction in clandestine tradearaft.
He has, however, spotted a member of people for wartime recruit-
meat and has suggested his brother for training mina* as a KIT
agent. Lacking training anda WIT channel, ORREFAIR4 cannot,
at this time, be expected to accomplish his eatigned mission.

O. NA- Areas # Tend 8 
SOB has no 84Tb/1/hind assets in these areas as of the date of
this report, nor do we have any immediate prospect of Obtaining
any. Plans are presently being forsailated (involving one-time
use of persons immigrating to PRPRINE for spotting and recruit-
ing operations) which we hope will eventually provide coverage
of these areas.

2. In the future SOB eill not forward individual agent contact reports,
but will prepare hi-monthlyB/WArea Status Reports similar to, but more ex-
tensive than, the present project progress reports. This reporting will be
staggered, i. (9., four areas to be written up each month, and will =mane*
on 1 January 1959 for UM Areas 1, 3, 5 and 7 (1 February 195, for Areas 2, 4,
6 and 8). In addition SOB mill forward sent-annually an overall atatus red-
port along the lines of this dispatch which will include individual agent as-
sessments each as are attached hereto.
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3. We will, of course, continue to report information of more immed-
iate importance (security problems, biographic data On new agent prospects,
recruitments, terminations, etc.) on a contemporary basis.

Attaconnontal
Uri Area Status Reports, 1 thru 6

Distributions
3 . Vienna Witt.
2 - HE w/Atts. in dupl.
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711
	 riRBLAMED4t

14mition
PSREq-Salary: AS 500.00

on	 : go specific aasignment

20 kilometers West of u/w Area

trAwLime itataion As agent has no specific assignment and is possibly not capable of re-
placing the aging 0RBLAMMD,26 as a PA for this area, his mission stands
as originally given to him pending final assessment. He will, when in.
structed, form an Air Reception Committee, remover an air reception cache I
known to him and await an air drop on a known DZ.

Peacetima Mission 1. Spot and aid in assessing individuals suitable for wartime use, ob-
taining as nneh biographic and background data on them as is possible

2. Plan with CA the basic wartime organization of this area and deter..
nine insofar as possible the specific functions to be assigned to each
wartime candidate.
Locate and report on Dead Drops, possible aafahouses Landing Zones
and Drop Zones, caching areas, S&E routes, etc., within his area.

1. Tradecraft:
2. IME
3. PH
4. Special :

some oral briefings by c/ols.
some oral briefings by C/Cls.
vane
none

StvabilitiY 1. OcCupation:

2. Age

3. Politics :
4. "Who Xnows:

. When

His occupation as ski instructor should not affect his
stayabilitY.
His age (50) would probably preclude military or labor
service.
He is not politically active.
He knows and is known by OBALAIIED is 23 and 3 and Louise
S. Holleman. The two latter persons are inactive.

COmmunications 	 1. Peacetimes

2. Wartime

lail and Personal visit. (Agent in his capacity as ski
instructor has many foreign friend.)
Oral emergency signal.

Bpipment 1. aline Cache: none
2. Known Cache: 1 Air Reception Cache.
3. Other	 : none

4ona441t.	 1. Blind: none
2. Known; 2 in the 3tUben. area.Drop Znes



thstriations, through personal meeting with an
determined (perhaps through Gitatiag1).31, 131114(13014 or
or SA infiltrated outside asset)

Agent Is a i	 ntaineer and elder and is reasonably intelligent
hosermr, his ussery ass affected by a bad Mil from a ski lifts At pro
eat he world probably be a good mariber of an indigermus guerrilla er.
fart, a valuable guide for a Spoodra Forces lean, or, with his guest

facilities, be a good FM contact4 but he woad peribably not be
attle to funotion successfully as a Pits

Mu *Potting and WAX reports have been until now very alesttilys
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Equipment None.

None.

-11P- A—L-B-ALL

Cli3LAISD-23
No Assignment
AS 300.00
20 kilometers West of VW Area.

time A.anion	 No assignment. CAPpeia7s.too unreliable to be counted on as an agent.

Assessment Pealing. See RA3k4109, 13 October 1j5i-T.f

•

On:

Peacetips
Manion

No assignnent. (See Ma.-5109, 13 October 1958.)

None.

1. Occupation:

2. Age

3. Politics ;
4. "MIA) Knows:

Whoa

His occupatien as a ski instructor should not affect
his stayability.
He is now 46 and might be subject to forced labor or
military service.
He does not seem politically active.
He knows and is known by caBLATED-4 only.

Communications I. feacetime: Through TOLAPEr.14.
2.	 rtime :

Activation Plan No specific plan. Presumably he would cooperate with Giti3LAMED44.

.9.112.AlE9.41EMEq, See . "Wartime and Peacetime Missions" abpve.



ii/W ARSA	 1

'"Jer	 ',uk- . s
I

s

GRINJUM46
FA-
AS 500.00
Eastern boundary of VW Area.

._
YlnIn-	 ..._
'""7:7111f7773.4;i

ftl......;,;..1Atklm 1.	 In the event Austria is invaded and occupied, be will, as soon as
possibles
a.	 Begin the process of recruiting and organising those individuals

previously spotted for 'wartime use.
b.	 Begin to - 1)	 gather and report Order of Bottle information,

2)	 set up Air Reception Committees to receive supply drops and
possibly Special Forces Teams or other personnel, 3) organise
an Evasion and Escape mechanism.

0.	 Establish and maintain contact with Base through his WiT operate:
for the purpose of transmitting intelligence, reporting on his
activities and receiving instructions.

d.	 Carry out instructions from Base which may include obtaining and
transmitting informatien on particular targets, recruiting addi-
tional agents for specific purposes, organising and directing
sabotage and guerrilla warfare activities. 	 He will engage in
these and other additional activities only after receipt of speo
Me instructions from Base.

2.	 In the event Austria is not occupied and remains a neutral nation, hi
will establish contact with his WIT operator and omit instructions
from the U/W Base.	 He will not initiate any activity without speci-
fic orders from Base.	 In this situation his capabilities tad useful
nese 'will be greatly changed and an on.the-ground re-evaluation
(Vhich in all probability could be done) Would have to be made in
order to establish new responsibilities - if any.

..	 :

..
1.	 Spot and OA in aseessing individuals suitable for wartime use; ob-

•	 taining as much biographic and background data on them as is possi-
ble.

2.	 Plan with C/O the basic wartime organisation of his area and deter-

mine insofar as possible the specific functions to be assigned to
each wartime candidate.

3. Locate and report on Dead Drops, possible safehouses, Landing Zones
and Drop Zones, caching areas, E&E routes, etc., within his area.

WiMIBE 1.	 Tradecraft:	 3 hours of security and personal meeting procedure.
2.	 E&E	 1	 none
3.	 PM	 none
4.	 Special	 :	 none

.1*1•••••••••••

3414144itir 1.	 Occupation:	 Agent's occupation as Oaathaus owner and operator pro-
' video no foreseeable obstacle to atayability; but in th

event of a Communist occupation, his property might be
confiscated by the state.



(continued - ra3LAALr-26)

SWOilitly 2. Ag	 :	 Agent's age (59) would exempt hin Pram an 	 rilitary dutye
(coritinued) or foreed labor.

3. laitica	 :	 As agent is an active local OeVP functionary, he nisht
possibly be arrested as politically unreliable in a Com-
ranist occupied Austria.

4. "Who	 : Agent is known 047 by MBLAMU.21 who was instrumental
Knows	 in recruiting him. 	 He knows only 3RY3IAMD-21 and OR-
Who"	 MAIIntr.31, spotted by him.

Communications 1. Peacetime:
a.	 Personal contact, i.e., C/0 visits his Gasthaus as a "guest".
5.	 Mail.
c.	 tad Drop (more for training purposes than actual need).

2. Wartime:
a.	 WIT through GRBLAMED-31.
b.	 rr or personal contact, assuming personnel are available. 	 Agent

has an oral emergency contact signal.

Nyipment	 ' 1. 31ind Cache: 	 none	 .
2. Known Cache :	 none
3. other

Landing Zones & 1. Blind:	 none
nrok Zones 2. Known:	 none

Activation Plan
	 Proceed: as noted under "Wartime assion" and await further instruCtions . .

through Wit Operator, CR3LAMED-31.

r
Assessment

&.ent ra AbilitY
to ll-alb/1min Ae-
ilaiONEEEEST-

Agent is a successful businessman and local politician. This coMbined
with his wartime experience in hiding deserters from thenGerman AMY
mould probably qualify him with proper training to . organise and direct
an Air Reception Committee, gather certain types of information and run
an Ea reality. However, his age and lack of nilitary background seem
to indicate he would not be a suitable leader of a. guerrilla organiser.

. Um* His age ma/ also limit his useful years of service in the other
aspects of his miesion.



TO/ AREA # 1

t :
:
:

GR8IAMED.31
W/T Agent
AS 250.00
Eastern boundary of U/W Area.

1dtion

esen	 a

'Wartime Mini= 34Ven days after the beginning of hostilities, agent will listen to rep:.
lar Base broadcasts for instructions.	 (Normally he will not need to dig
up his cached W/T equipment for this but can listen on a commercial shut
wave radio.)	 He is then responsible for establishing, when instructed by
either the Base or p/A	 a regular W/T channel between the two.	 He will
also carry out any other instructions given him by P/A or the Base.

--	 ••••■••01....••■•••

Peacetime
...Mr

1.	 Maintain adequate W/T proficiency through scheduled training and home
practice when authorise&

2.	 Cache equipment and carry out other duties under the direction of G/D
and/or P/k,

-"afftgrirt—0...

Training 1.	 Tradecraft	 Several hours of security and personal meeting
procedure.

2.	 EAS	 :	 none
3.	 PM	 i	 none
4.	 special (0)	 t	 Several weeks of basic WIT procedure. 	 Not yet a

competent operator.

Stayahiliki 1.	 Occupations	 His position as English teacher in the local high school
may or may not affect his stayabilitq.

2.	 Age	 1	 Agent's age (34) might subject him to forted labor or
military service.

3.	 Politics	 t	 Agent is not active politically and has little interest
in this direction.

4.	 " -Who XDOWSI	 Agent is known only by GRMAYED-26 who spotted him.	 He
Whew	knows no one.

Communications 1,	 Peacetime:	 Mail.
2.	 Wartime	 :	 a.	 W/T contact with Etsaa„

b.	 Personal contact through an oral emergency contact
system.

TquiPment None.



Seven days after the beginning of hostilities, Agent will listen to regu-
lar broadcasts from the Base, and be thereby informed when be is to lis-
tea for traffic*

Agent is intelligent, but because he has little snerebt intawist
therkVT or clandestine activity, has progressed rather slowly in
training, Ocemunicetione officers believe, however, that he Ida even,*
bully reach proficiency* flit motivation seems to consist of a desire
to work against CAlmounismo suaintain watural contact with Bog11.41-
speaking persons (Trebel)21 for pratessional reasons) tusti gain seare flnatio.
*Jai reerrneration.



wartime 4taion In the event Austria is invaded and occupied, he will, as somas
possiblet
a. Begin the process of recruiting and organising those indivichkels

premiouSly spotted for warttatuse. Twelve individuals have al-
ready been spotted. an they are properly assessed, they will
be given an emergency =tact signal as outlined in EDMW48510
25 Mardh 1958.

b. Begin to - 1) ;other and report prier of Battle information, 2)
set up Air Reception Committees to receive supply drops and pos.
glibly •Special Forces Teens or other personnel, 3) organise an
Session and Escape mechanism.

et. Eetablish and maintain contact with Base through his Wit operator
for the purpose of transmitting intelligence, reporting on his
activities and receiving Instructions.
Carry out instructions from Base which may include obtaining and
trensmitting information on particular targets, recruiting addi-
tiosal agents for specific purposes, organising and directing
sabotage and guerrilla warfare activities. He will engage in
these and other additional activities only after receipt of speci-
fic instructions from Base.

2. The original ORLAUNCH organisation was *chartered* as a guerrilla
unit with some two dozen sob-units of varying strength and cape-
bility throughout Tirol and Salsburg provinces. Though ORLAUNC2!-1
understands his wartime E&E, inte l ligence gathering responsibilities,
etc., he Is by training and orientation best suited to guerrilla ac-
tivity and could possibly be well utilised in this capacity.

In the event Austria is not occupied and remains a neutral nation, he
will establish contact with his WT operator and await instructions
from the U/W Base. He will not initiate any activity without speci-
fic orders from Base. In this situation his capabilities sad useful-
ness will be greatly changed and an on-the-ground ra.avaleatien
(ehieb in all probability could be done) would have to be made in
order to establish new responsibilities - if any.

I.

Peacetime Mission Spot and aid in assessing individuals suitable for wartime use; ob-
taining as much biographic and background data on them as is possible..

2. Plan with C/0 the basic wartime organization of his area and deter-
mine insofar as possible the specific functions to be assigned to
each wartime candidate.

3. Locate and report on Dead Drops, possible safehouses, Landing Zones
and Drop Zones, caching areas, ME routes, etc., within his area.



1. Peacetime:
2. Wartime t

WOOS;

- 2 -	 (continued - GRLAUXOY-1)

	•••••••.~0•..10,	

1. Tradecraft: Agent has had little formal instruction but has over
eight years experience in meeting C/O's and handling .
sub-agents.

2. E&E	 Has had numerous P/0 briefings, and uith CRIAUNCH-2 has
established two E&E lines.

3. PM	 •: Has had no formal paramilitary training as such but •
served as a tank officer on the Russian front in World
War II.

44 Special t none

1.. Occupation: Agent's occupation as a medical doctor provides no fore-
seeable obstacle to his stsyability.

2. Age t Agent's age (30) could make him liable to military or
labor service, however, his. occupation would probably
qualify this.

3. Politics : Agent is not active politically.
4. "Who Knows: Agent knows and is known by GRLAUNCH-2, -3 maid INOROWN.

He also knows and is known by a nueber of terminated (lR.
LAUNCH agents. (See agent's "War kennt wen" chart men-
tioned in EGNA-21209„ 23 May 1956.) His being known
to a number of former agents could affect his step-
ability, however, he is prepared to live "black" it con-
ditions require.

Who'

Mail.
a. 0 through GRLAUNGH-2 or 449.
b. Through numeroas documented DB's.
c. Agent also has oral emergency signal for initial

personal contact.
	1.•••••••••••	

1. Blind Cache; a. Two air reception
by Two WiT eats (for

2. Known Cache: none
3. Other	 Agent has a sleeping

caches near redoubt areas.
issue teens of his WiT agents).

bag and a rucksack at home.

1. Blinds none
2. Know: 42

Proceed as noted under "Wartime Mission" and await further instructions
through WiT operators ORLAUNCH-2 and 4/9.



(continued G	 .1)

1* Agent's personal qualities and organising ability suit him well to
his assigned task as VA * He assumes lea4Orship of his sub-agents
in a self6essured manner which this/ in turn seem to unequivocally
accept* Agent thinks logically and is able to produce good 'written
and oral reports* He has the habit of pressing VIPs for organise,-
tional support and sometimes personal favors in a rather tenacious
and assumibg saaner• iknoriart vthen his requests are denied in a de.
claw maw, he lets the subject drop. If he is ',put ari a he
var1a14 follows up until a final decision is made.
Although agent has had no forma 141 trailing (GRIAnt21 .4 is the only
SOB agent that has), his minter,- "P erienae, Past 0/0 guidance and
Personal qualities should enable him to perform well in all assigned
capacities. His training as a medical doctor would further increase
his vane as a steybehindesset.



GRLAUNCE-2
W/T Agent
AS 2000.00
Center of U/W Area.

I. Seven days after the beginning of hostilities agent will listen to
regular Base broadcasts for instructions. (Vormally he will not need
to dig up his mached0 equipment for this but can listen on a come
martial short wave radio.) He is then responsible for eetablishing,
mhen instructed by either the Base or F/A, a regular W/T channel be...
tween the two. He will also carry out any other instructions given
his by F/A or the C.

2, .Other than Wrff responsibilities, agent by virtue of his training and
experience, will probably serve as a deputy to GHLAUNCHel. He is
suited for this through his TUAARK FM training and close organization
relationship with GRLAUNCHel.

Maintain adequate WIT proficiency through scheduled training and home
practice when authorized.

2. Cube equipment and carry out other duties under the direction of C/0
and/Or F/e,	 .

3. Agent has the additional responsibility of selecting LZ/Da's and DD's
and documenting them. He is particUlarly . skilled at this and has lo-
acted and documented at least 42 14/DE's. He has Also done a great
deal of drafting and reconnaissance work on RArF. lines and a. series of
DD's. This work along with a periodic inspection of old sites eon
ues under C/O direction.

C/a briefings, instruction included in Namax PM course
and Oeveral years of experience meeting C/O' a.
C/0 briefings and considerable practical experience in
reconnoitering	 lines. Some instruction in the FM
course Experience as a Luftwaffe pilot in World War II.
a. German PM course (Werewolf).
h4 Fall MARK FM coarse.
Extensive . MURK training and experience has made agent
a well-qualifiedW/T agent.

Mountain Climbing: Attended an Austrian mountain rescue •
course.

1.

1. Tradeeraft t

2. BerE

3. PM

J. w/T

Winter

1. Occupation:

.2. Age

3. Politics:
4. 4Who Knows:

Who',

Agent is presently the business manager of a new automo-
bile dealership. This shoed not adversely affect his
stayability.
Agent Who is presently .52 would probably be exempt from
labor or military service.
Agent is not politically active.
Agent knows and is known by ORIAU CIT-1 and -A/9. He also



(con GiU UNCfl-2)

knees and ie known by several inactive GRLAUNCH agents
such as OBLAUNCH.Aji and -6. (See "tier kennt Wan!" chart
mentioned in NM-21209s 23 *7. 19560 He knows Otto
BEMS socially but it is believed BEMS does not know-of
his IBBIRK relationship. These relatUnsoixta:ts_ tend to
weaken Agent's stayability, but he plans to live liblAck*
if nseeesary.

Aessaism Peacetimes Men.
*Atm : 0 and Dr16 Agent also has oral mammy signal for

6coldP contact.

1. Blind Caches (See O1UILUNCH-1 equip 	 t)
2. Known Coshes 3 W/T caches.
3. Other s Canping equipment, inelimihmg tent, sleeping bag and

rucksack.

Blinds none
Known: h2

Aptivatiets Plan

do Aesessment

Seven *ye after the beginning of hostilities agent will listen to regain
broadcasts from the Base, and be thereby informed when he is to listen fos
traffic.

Agent is an intelligent, conscientious worker and usually fulfills assli01.
meets with exacting thoroughness. He is by training, experienee and in-
cliimotices sell suited for peacetime and wartime missions. Be is easily
disturbed by his awn and other people's mistakes but does not let it at-
tact his efficiency or perseverance.



1. Occupation:

2. Age

3. Politics ;
4. "Who flows:

who"

Stearability
Om/	

Communications

qJw AREA a

GRLAU1 CH-A/9
WIT Agent
None
Center of 11/4 Area

latartil4s saion Seven days after the beginning of hoetilitiea agent will listen to regu-
lar !Base broadcasts for instructions. (Normally he will not need to dig
up his cached W/T equipment for this but can listen on a commercial short;
wave radio.) Na is then responsible for establishing, when instructed by
either the Base or P/A 0 a regular WIT channel between the two. He will
also carry out any other instructions given him by p/A. or the Base.

1.11011•11111•11111.....110	

1. Maintain adequate W/T proficiency through scheduled training and home
practice when authorized.

2. Cache eqipmont and carry out other duties under the direction of
C/O and/or F/A.

Training
	 1. Tradecraft:

.2. Ea.E
3. Pa.

Special :

C/0 briefing •
none
none
Considerable WIT training.

His position as a law professor's assistant should not
affect his stayability.
At age 36 agent might be called into labor or military
service.
Agent is not active politically.
Agent knows and is known by GHLAUNCH-1 and -2. Also he
knows and is known by some inactive ORLAIMCF. agents such
as GRLAUNCH-A/1 (See "Wer , kennt Wen" chart mentioned in
MMA.-212090 23 Hay 1956.).

1. Peacetime: ail, and through ORLAUNCH-1 or -2.
2. Nartire : a. W/T contact.

b. Personal contact through oral erergency system.

EquiPment 1. Blind Cathel (see tal,AUNC1i-1 "Equipment")0.
2.• Known .Cachet 2 Wit caches..
3. Other	 none.

LZJL.Z' ri 1. Blind; none
2. Known: Could have access to any of 42 aites known to an:LAUNCH-1 aad

-2 0 if necessary. •

OictiVation Seven days after the beg5eningef hostilitie8 0 agent will lieten to regu-
lar broadcasts from the Base and be thereby informed when he is to listena
for traffic.



i•tiAutma/9)

Agent is an caccmTlimilIVT operator MU though his private affairs
11418 bin little time to train. When he does train he applies himself ea.
ergstioally. He should be well able to accomplish the missions given



3. Other

1.
2*

31ind Cache
Known Cache

Cryptorç

Posit'ion
ilonthler Ulan' 2
Present Location:

GRIM=
W/T Agent
AS 600.00
Center of ura Area 2, about. 75 kilometers southwest of U 'Area #3.

Wartime miesien 1. Seven days after the beginning of hoatilities, agent will listen to
regular 'lase broadcasts for instructions. (Normally he 1011 not need

, to dig up his cached W/T equipment for this but can listen on aecome
mercial short wave radio.) He is then responsible for•establishing,
when instructed by either the Base or P/A 0 a regular W/t channel be-

' tween the two. He el)1 also carry out aey other instructions given
him by P/A or the Base.

2. Agent's initiative and intelligence could qualify him as a combinatiol
P/A and WiT agent .(eingleton) if no more favorable possibility pre-
sented itself.

Peacetime 1. Maintain adequate Wit proficiency- through scheduled training and home •
practice when authorized.

2. Cache equipment and carry out other duties under the direction of C/C
and/or PA.

TreininA 1. Tradecraft: He has read some KUBARK briefi e materials has had sev-
eral years experience meeting C/O' and has attended a
two-day training session.

2. BV-E:	 none
3. PM:	 none
4. Special (WIT):. Considerable. Agent is a very capable 0 operator.

Stazability 1. Occupation:

2. ;Age

3. Politics
4. "Who Knows;

Who"

His position as an electrical technician may possibly
make him a prospect for forced labor in the conquering
country.
Agent's age (31) may subject him to forced labor or milt.'
tary service.
Agent is. politically inactive.
As agent is a "walk in" and has since recruited no one,
he neither knows nor is known by any other agent.

Communications 
	

1. Peacetime: Mail.	 •
• 2. Wartime : a. W/T =tact with Base.

• b. Fersorel contact through an oral energency system.

None •

3 wit sets, 2 Ni carbines and a package of medical sup-
plies.
Agent has a sleeping bag, rucksack and small tent
stored at hoe.



Ikat, Blinds none
Known* none

(cent	 RIMPASTE)

Seven days after the beginning of hostilities * agent will listen to reg.
lar broadcasts from the Base and be thereby informed when he is to listen
for traffic.

abases& Agent shows cansiderattle initiative in carrying out c/b requests. This
codhinedvath his W/T ability should make him *Val capable of carrying
out his assignaent and if necessary' of acting as a singleton agent or
g/A.



,	 .1.	 !	 t

..............

0	 : ORMAETRY.1
No Assignment
No
50 kilometers due :dee. of U/1.: Area.

os t
Uon1h4 Salary	 :
Preen Location:

--------
Wartime Aission Could possibly be used as a general purpose agent.	 Concrete plena are

pending Headquarters' concurrence with a proposal to reinstate agent in a
limited capacity (see Ja3A-5128).

.........
Peacetime Ferform certain operational support functions for S03. 	 (see above refer-

ence)Anion

Training 1.	 Tradecrart:	 do briefings.
2.	 E&B	 :	 none
3.	 FM	 none
4.	 Special	 :	 none

Stalyability 1.	 Occupation:	 As chauffer for a Catholic agency, it is possible his
stayability .1ight be jeopardized by a Conmunist occupa-
tion.

2.	 Age	 :	 It is unlikely his age (52) would subject him to forced
labor or military service.

3.	 "Who Knows:	 He Yan-r s and is known by GRATITMY4. 	 His connections
Who"	 with terminated agents and indirectly with some persons

recruited without authorization nake his stayability
questionable.

Corsaunications 1.	 Foacetime:	 Mail.
2.	 Wartime	 :	 Through IRAVIAETRY-4, a W/T operator.

Equipment 1.	 Blind Caches	 none
2.	 Known Cache:	 none
3.	 Other	 :	 none

laDZ's None

Activation Flan Could be notified through rYqA7PrETRY-44, a 4T. o perator recruited by him._
_

ELLAasessment
••••••■^4.1•....*•••••••■,..,

Agent is cooperative and reliable in matters that reouire little clandes-.
tine imajnation. 	 jould probably be willin l, alio capable of providinr, the
typo of support required.	 .



*W4E10,4461

••••••111.11•■•■■■•.v	

JBAatmak

14/Dogle

Activation Flan

None.

None.

Seven deys after the beginning of hostilities agent will listen to regu, •
lar Base broadcasts for instructions. (Normally he 103) not need to dig
up his cached WIT eglipment for this but can listen on a cosseerciel :Short
wave radio.) He is then responsible for establishing, When instructed by
either the Base or F/A, , a regular WIT channel between the two. He will
also carry out any other instructions given him by F/A or the Base.

1. Maintain adequate W/T proficiency through scheduled training aid hoes
practice mhen authorized.

2. Cache equipriont and carry out other duties under the direction of •C/0
and/or P/A.,.

1. •Tradecraftt G/0 briefings.
2. SW	 t none
3. FK	 none
4. Special (0)1 Moderate amount. He is capable of coming on the air

if (tailed upon.

Stegability	 1. Occupation*

2. Age

3. "Who gamest
Who"

His occupation as a tradeschool instructor should not a4,
versely affect his stayability.
As agent is physically handicaPPO4 his age (41) would
little affect his atayability.
Agent knows and is known by CRAVIMETRY-1.

Cotanications 1. Peacetime.: Mail,
2. Wartime : a. 0 contact with Base.

b. Personal contact through an oral emergency eystam.

Seven days after the-beginning of hostilities agent Will listen to regulsci
broadcasts from the :lase and thereby be informed when he is to listen for
traffic. He will possibly- be irtructed to contact ORREaig-6 who may
act as his PA.

C/O, *oo?sav:ent. Agent is rather slow but is conscientious and seems anxious to comply vi4
C/O instructions. Be shOuld be able to perform adequately.



.ftainst, None.

Lz/rvs None.

Activation nazi

1
PAIralak.

'''tclI!	 : aRREPAIR-4
P/A (Spotter)
A$ 1,000.00
30 kilometers Southeast of U/W Area

•■••........11.1.1••■••••■/

POSitien:	 :
Monthly Salary	 :
.twillilategle:

MIPMIOIP!.......o........."..........•....."'""

Wartime Mission None.	 He is to evacuate Austria with his featly immediately after hos.
tilities commence and attempt, with or without our help, to reach a safe
area.

•••••••••..,

Peacetime 1.	 Continue spotting and assessing individuals for possible wartime re.
cruitment.

2.	 Periodically review and reassess existing spotting lists.
3.	 Give advice and guidance to GHBEFAIR.6 in C/O t s absence.

- ASOion

Traininc 1.	 Tradearaft:	 Over the years through C/0 briefings and experience, he
has obtained a good working knowledge of security prac-
tices, spotting procedures and clandestine organisation.

2.	 E&E:	 Has received a aumber of oral briefings from previous
C/014.

3.	 PM	 :	 none
4.	 Special	 :	 none

sukebiusy Agent is a prominent local political figure (OOP) and is an important
member of the Bezirk government. He would undoubtedly be arrested and
imprisoned as politically unrel ieble if Austria were taken over by the
Communists.

	 ea-aa
Communications	 1. Peacetime: Scheduled personal meetings with 0/0, mail to Munich

letter . box (C/o writes direct to agent's office), operational phone
in tainich, oral emergency contact signal.

2. Wartime : 2Mergency contact plan for evacuation from Austria which
is to be activated immediately upon the outbreak of war.

.011.4■111.1.1.11.1.•11.	

Not applicable. Upon the beginning of hoetilitiee, agent is to immeda
iutely go to Innsbruck or Imst and activate- hie emergency contact plen.
G/0 will atteapt to carry through contact and help agent escape to a
safe area.



continued G. EFA )

Agent ban performed satisfactorily in his spotting role and as a peace-
time Oa in his area. He is very intelligent and highly respected in
his oomaunity. Unfortunately, his political prominence end open appeal,-
tion to Ommmudat plus his extensive knowledge of steybehAnd operations
and agents in his area desend 'diem:nation friss kastria in ease of war.



,	 1
All	 t

,77- ;11

GRREPA/R.6
Pik
AS 500.00

30 kilometers Southeast of 0 Area..---17ze,	-

War4n0 #1,40,00, 1. In the event Austria is invaded and occupied, he will, as soon as
poesibles
a.	 Begin the process of recruiting and organising those toady/41=0a

previously spotted for wartime use.
b4	 Begin to - 1)	 gather and report Order of Battle information,

2)	 set up Air Reception Oommitteev to receive supply dregs and
possibly Special Forces Teams or other personnel, 3)	 organize
an Evasion and Escape mechanism.

c. Establish and maintain contact with Base through his eiT opera-
tor for the purpose of transmitting intelligence, reporting an
his activities and receiving instructions.

d.	 Carry out instructions from Base whieh May include Obtaining
and transmitting information on particular targets, recruiting
additional agents for specific purposes, organising and direct-
ing sabotage and guerrilla warfare activities. 	 He will engage
in these and any other additional activities Only after receipt
of specific instructions from Base.

2. In the event Austria is not occupied and remains a neutral nation,
he *All establish contact with his N't operator and wait instruc-
tions from the 0 Base. He will not initiate any activity without
specific, orders from Be.aa 	 In this situation his cvabilities and
usefulness will be greatly Changed and an on-the-ground re-
evaluation (mhich in all probability could be done) would have to be
made in order to establish new responsibilities - if any,

41550431 1. Spot and aid in assessing individuals suitable for wartime user oh-
toilworn as mach biographic and background data on triem as in possi-
ble.

2. Plan with 00 the basic wartime organisation of his area and deter-
mine insofar as possible the specific functions to be assigned to
each eartime candidate.

3. Locate and report on Dead Drops, possible safehouses„ Landing Zones
and Drop Zones, caching areas, Ea routes, etc., within his area.

trninin; 1. Tradecrafti	 He has received basic training - 1. e* , SOB Phase 1 -
in personal and organizational security, personal meet-
ings.

2. E & E	 1	 none
,.. PM	 t	 none
4. Special	 :	 none

_



(continued - 3RREPAIR-6)

1. Occupations He is a minor official in the local office of public
works (mainly reads and bridges) and because of his
knowledge and experience may be kept on the job although
possibly in an oven lesser position.

. Age	 : He is presently 33 years old, has a noticeable limp in
his left leg, but is otherwise in good physical condi-
tion. It is possible that he might be drafted into a
labor corps or impressed into military service*

3. Politics	 He is a menher of an OeVP sponsored labor organisation
(white collar workers), but is not active in local poli-
tics. His friendship with a prominent local OeVP offi-
cial is undoubtedly well known in the community and
might focus unwanted attention on him or even cause his
arrest in a general purge.

4. "Sitio	 : He is known to be engaged in clandestine activities by

	

Knows	 GREEPAIR's 16, 18 and 4. The latter presents the great-

	

14ho"	 eat danger in that he is in a very exposed position and
very likely to be arrested and interrogated under Soviet
occupation.

1. Peacetime: He can communicate with c/o and cp with /Linnet eche-
duledpereonal contacts, by mail to a post office box
in Munich (d/0 by germinal letters to agent), through
GHREPAIRe4 or by calling an operational phone in Munich.

2. Wartime : Through his Wit operator to Tiase by encoded messages,
assuming the operator is fully trained. At the moment
his radio an (GRREFAIR.a8) has not yet commenced train-
ing. He could also send and receive messages by means
of Dead Drops (not yet established) and .couriers pro-
vided they could be found and used under conditions
which may exist in this area*

None

None

1. Should war comnence innnediatelyn our only hope of effectively utili-
zing agent would be to put hin in touch with GRAVIMETHY-4, .a trained
0 operator located. in Salzburg. This could be done by providing
1RAVINETRI-4 with agent's emergency contact signal and a personal
message signed by agent 'e current C/O in order to establish bona
fides. GAAVDETRY-It would also have to be given a personal des-
cription and photograph of agent. .



At* teiOn Plan

contimed GRIZETAIII-6)

Provided agent and GRAVI1(ETRI4 wore mperly linked up, *gent *Mid
initiate his #1 wartime mission (assuming Austria is invaded) with
close supervision from Bases If immediate marriage of the two proves
impossible, it could probably be arranged later after radio contact
had been establiduodufth °RAVI/WRY-4s

At his present stage of training and knowiedge of clandestine MOM"
tiens agent is a:marginal swot and could not be counted upon to por..
fOrn adequately under wartime conditions without strictest 04Per*
vision from the VW Bases Re ins however, naturally cautious and
careful in most undertakings and could probably be given sufficient
instruction at long distance to bring about satisfactory malts&
He could not be called upon to do more than very basic reporting and
organisational task* until he had gained experience sunder fires



4	 •

liAtZak 'i 1	 GRRE1AIR,I6
t	 Sub-Agent

Aq leln.nn
40 kilometers South Southeast of UMArea.

oo...-,..,.

...,	 on:

Wartime MAW= Act as a sub-agentfbr ORREPAIR-6.	 In this capacity he will be expected
to spot and possibly recruit action agents; locate and set up dead drolW
safebouses	 caches and drop zones and perform any additional tasks give=
him by 01111;FAIR-6. 	 This aisumes that Austria would be invaded and occu-
pied.	 If Austria were not occupied his mission might be completely cad.
celled or at least postponed.

?ISO After corpletion of tradecraft training, he will begin 'spotting people
for possible wartime use. He will also locate and prepare reports on
Dirs, safehouses, caching areas, Ws, etc., in his section of this arse

.1i 1.	 Tradecraftt	 Basic instruction in personal securiy, personal meet-
ings and theory of clandestine activity:.

2. DI	 none
3.	 Pltif	 i	 none
4.	 Special	 :	 none

3tep44.14, 1.	 Occupation:	 As a werehousekeeper and bone carver in a remote sectio
of Steiernark, be probably would not be seriously of-
feeted by a Comminist assumption of power.

2.	 Age	 :	 He is 48 years old and in good physical condition. 	 He
night possibly to drafted into a labor battalion.

3.	 Polities	 :	 Although a member of the NSW from 1938 to 1945, he no
has no political affiliations and may be considered
barna:tool by the Consunists.

it.	 '1Who Knows:	 Only G1MPAIH-6 and -4 knov of his intelligence associa
Who"	 tions. GRAMIR...4 presents a potential danger as he

might be arrested and interrogated under Soviet occupa-
tion.	 Agent knows only ORREPAIR.6.

Coisoinications 1.	 Peacetime:	 Directly udth q/b at personal meetings or to and from
0/0 through GEHUAIR-6.

2.	 Wartime	 s	 Will report to and receive instructions from ORRLIIM-6
through direct contact and/or DD cutouts.

•.z., t.	 T,41, ,e t	 Pre- None

AN/40.0.•00.4•M040.......

son	 '	 6
ri

LOZ's /fawn None
to Agent



(aoutinue .16)

If Austria is occupied, he will be contacted by his PiA ORREPAIH,..6, and
given whatever instructions ORREPALR4 considers appropriate. If
Austria is not inva*104152M104 will not activate hint until instructed
to do see

CVO AMOStricot Aga& coeds with area handling ti ORREPAlib.4, do a reaseclitlAy good
job of Gaming out his assigned mission' Bowyer* he needs ouch sore
training before he can be considered fully cospetsuit



Utoi AREA # 4

nto le	 : ORREFAIR-l8
0 Operator (Trainee)
AS 250.00
30 kilometers eoutheast of IJM Area.

Pea on	 :
Nonth	 Salaty	 :
Present	 ea ion:

Wartime Mission Seven days after the beginning of hostilities, he will listen to regninr
Base broadcasts for instructions.	 (Normally he will not need to dig up
his cached W/T equipment for this but can listen on a commercial short
wave radio.)	 He is then responsible for establishing, when instructed by
the Base or his 0 (ORREPAIR-6), a regular W/T channel between the two.
He will also carry out agi other instructions given him by the P/A or
the Base.

...........w

Peacetime 1.	 Develop and maintain adequate W/T proficiency through schedeled
training and home practice when authorized.

2.	 Cache equipment and carry out other duties under the direction of 0/0
or PA.

Mission
•

Training 1.	 Tradecraft:	 Basic training in personal security and personal meet-
itgs.

2.	 ea	 :	 none
3.	 PM	 :	 none
4.	 Special w/t:	 none

•

•

Stayability 1.	 Occupation:	 As a minor official in the county government, he might
be arrested and jailed in a eeneral purge.	 However,
his job (puh)eic welfare) may have a sufficiently Social-
ist character to place him in a favorable light.

2.	 Age	 t	 At his present age (30), he ;debt well be impressed into
either labor or military service.

3.	 Politics	 :	 Is an OeVP member which, along with his position as a
government official, might cause his arrest and/or in-
ternment.

L.	 "Who Knows:	 Agent knows only CaREPAIR-6. 	 Only GAREPAIRe6 and -4
Who"	 knew of his clandestine activity, MREPAIR-I4 being the

only danger due to his prominent political position
which could cause his (GRRePAIR-4 1 s) arrest and inter-
rogation.

Gortrunications 1.	 Peacetime:	 Fersonal contact with c/0 at regular meetings an d through
, :f1REalR-6 to Oh.

2.	 Wartime	 :	 VT transeissione to and from ease.	 Iirect and/or cut-
out contact with	 ,nilEi'AIR-6.

allater—Lt None.



At the mutant he could net be activated since he has received no
training. Providing instructions could be given to G1?JtVA111.6, he udght
be utilised in a different capacitor.

cntinued GRIMM .18)

Agent has not yet had any Wft training and* thcaleforso could not Imola.
plish his printery cduccian. Re is iatcaligent and with proper guidance
from ORREPA111.6 could be used for other activities.



-711%

*Fuse4,2

4 GERVAIS-7
:
: AS 50040

Northern tip of VW Area

In the event Austria is iavaded and oexpied, he will, as 'soon as pos.

a. Begin the proems of recruiting and organising those individuals
previously spotted for wartime use.

b Begin to - 1) gatbcrluatreport Order of Rattle information, 2)
set up Air Reception Committees to receive supply drops and posit.
hly Special Forces Teams or other personnel, 3) organise an Eva,.
don and Escape mechanism.
Netabl4sh and maintain contact with Rase through his W/T operator
for the purpose of transmitting intel ligence, reporting on his ac-
tivities and receiving instructions,

d. Carry out instructions from Base which may include obtaining and
transnitting information on perticular targets, recruiting addi-
tional agents for specific purposes, organising and directing
sabotage and guerrilla warfare activities. He will engage in
these and sey other additional activities only after receipt of
specific instructions from Ease.

In the event Austria is net occupied and remains a neutral nation, he
will establish contact with his W/t operator and amsit instructions
from the HA' Ease. He will not initiate any activity without specific
orders from Base. In this situation his capabilities and usefulness
will be greatly changed and= on-the-gromi re-evaluation (Whial in
all probability could be done) would have to be made in order to es-
tablinh new responsibilities - if enlY•

1.

1. Spot end aid in assessing individuals suitable for wartime use; ob-
taining as neoh biographic and background data on them as is posaible.

2. Flan with C/0 the basic wartime organisation of his area and deter,-
mine ineotar as possible the specific functions to be assigned to
each teatime candidate.
Locate and report on Dead Drops posaible safehouses, Landing Zones
and trap Zones, caching areas, ;42 routes, etc., within his arlah

1, Tr:Weer:Aft: Baaio training in personal and organizational aecurity*
clandestine meetings,. theory of clandestine operations.

24 RAE 	 : Briefing on theory and concopta. .
34 PM	 : Briefing on selection of EZ 	 s- and air reception tech.

nignes.
h. Special •	 None.



(continued) 1 EFAIR-7

3talgai..-1.-1-V 1.	 Occupation:	 Is the Gemeinde Sekretaer, chief of the local Farmers
Exchange Association, President of the Veteran's Associa
tion and an insurance salesman. 	 Under the Communists
he might be arrested as an."Enemy of the People", but
more likely would simply be rammed from his official
positions.

2.	 Age	 Agent is 40 and might be drafted for forced labor or
military service..

3.	 Politics	 :	 He has studiously avoided involvement in political ac-
tivity and haa given out the impression of political
lack of interest or neutrality.	 He has befriended a
local radical socialist and is atterpting to develop a
more intimate relationship with him in hopes of farther
insuring his polit4 rel stayability.

•

•

4.	 "Who Knows: . Agent knows and is known by GIMPAIR.3 only.	 Although .
'mon	 ORREPAIR.3 would not be in say particular danger of art.

rest and interrogation, it is planned that he be evacua#
ted from Austria when	 .r. starts.

. Communications 1.	 Peacetime:	 Personal meetings with C/0 0 letter box in Munich, opera-
tional phone in Munich.

2.	 Wartime	 :	 With the Base. through his Wit operator or by DD or coarie:
assuming they are available.

RoUiPment None.

Lgati, . 1 blown Zh.

Activation Plan Under normal circumstancee agent would automatically proceed as Outlined
under "Wartime =Mission".	 However, since he does not have a trained WIT
operator, we would have to devise other means of cessounications or air
drop an operator with radio to him.

WO Assessment &ven though agent has had little training, he should be able to carry out
most of his tasks reasonably well.	 The present lack of W/t communication:
of course, will preaent extreme difficulties in directing his activities..



Ca/REPAIR-15
WIT Operator
AS 300.00
Between U/W Area 55 and #6.

Tra 
	 1. Tradecraft:

2. BM
3. PM
J. Special Win

1. Occupation:

2. Age

3. Politic*

4. "Who Knows:
Who"

Stvability

Communications	 1„ Peacetime:

2. Wartime

liartiavo Assign • Seven dgys after the beginning of hostilities, he will listen to regular
Base broadcasts for instructions. (Nortally he Will not need to dig up
his cached	 eqeipreint for this but can listen on a commercial short
wave radio.) He is then responsible for establishing, when instructed by
his P/A a regular W/T channel between the two, He will also carry out
arty other instructions eiven him by the P/A or the Base.

Peatime
—Wear=

1. revelop and mairtain adequate W/T proficiency through scheduled traine
• ing and home practioewhen authorized.

2. Cache erauipment and carry out other duties under the direction of C/O:
or P/A.

Initial briefiegs on personal and WIT security and clan-
destine meetings.
None.
None.
Three weeks of formal training in sending and receiv-
ing plus three months of home practice. Not yet fully
trained.

As a "pourer." and minor foreman in the steelworks (an
essential industry), he would probably be left on the
Job, although what little authority he has might be
taken away from him.
Agent is 33 years old, in good physical condition, and
although he has only one eye might be drafted for labor
or military service. Hie occupation, however, might
forestall this possibility.
Agent professes no political affiliations and does not
engage in political activity.
Agent know; and is known by 1PREPAIR-3 only. However,
it is planned that GRREFATR-3 will evacuate Austria in
time of mar.

Personal contacts with c/0„ letter box and operational
phone in MUnich. If necessary through 3RREPAIR-3.
W/T transmissions after he becomes a conpetent operator
to and from ?ASE. Direct and/or cut-out contact with his
P/A (at the moment, GRREPAIR-7).

None.



4., 2• (=tinned	 EPAIR•15)

4/41.0

Aetirtion Plan Agent could not presently be activated as he has not completed his W/T
training and dna* not have any Wir ellaiNinont. Provided GRIMPA1114 weld
be given contact instructions, agent could he used try him in a different
capacity*

Assessment Agent is progressing rapidly with his	 training, and although he,is
net yet capable of carrying out his primary mission, should roach role:*
tive competence by the and of 1959.



Wertime Keaton

1.. Tradecraft

2. E&E

3. FM

4. special

1. Occupation:

2. Age

3. Politics :
4. "Who Knows:

Who"

Training

Otgability

Viti AREA. 6

P aoetie
SO On

ORREPAIR-3
P/A (Spotter)
AS 1,500.00
Southeestern edge of U/W Area

None. He is to evacuate Austria with his family immediately after hos-
tilities commence and attempt, with or without our help, to reach a safe
area.

1. Continue spotting and assessing individuals for possible wartime re-
cruitment. -

2. Periodically review and reassess existing spotting lists.

Over the years through qfp briefings and experience, he
has obtained a good working knowledge of security prac-
tices, spotting procedures and clandestine organization.
Has received a number of oral briefings from previous
CA's. Has World War II experience as a Luftwaffe pilot,
Briefings on selection of 	 Ws and air reception
techniques.
none

His job as a traveling salesman for a building materialte
firm is not expected to affect his atayability although •
there is the possibility that he eight lose his position.
At $5 - agent would be a possible prospect for forced la-
bor or military service.
Agent does not engage in political activity.
Agent knows and is known by ORHEPAIR-7, .9 and 15. He
is also known by ORREPAIR-5 and -11 who are terminated
agents. His operationalactivity is probably also
known. by GRHEPAIR-13 to mho*, it is believed, he di-
vulged his clandestine activity without authorization.
(ORREPAIR-13 is a potential WIT operator candidate spot-
ted by (IRREPAIR-3„ but who has not been formally approa-
ched for recruitment.) ORREPAIR-11, recently terminated
for incompetence and alcoholic tendencies, presents the
greatest danger to agent as he might, daring a drunken
mood, denounce hie out of spite or wounded ego. Should
this occur, causing agent's arrest and interrogation
GRREFAIR t s 7, 9 and 15 mould also be endangered.

24 Wartime : 'Emergency contact and evacuation plan.

Commueicatione 1. Peaeettale: Personal meetings with C/0 1 letter box and operational
• phone in Menieh.



Mama NOM,

=tinned G AIR-3)

At the oath:mak of war agent is to drive to Innsbruck or It where WO
will Attaw$ to content him and help him to evacuate Austria. He is
otherwise to fend for himself.

S&Legungsk	 Agent has tins far performed his peacetime miseion satisfactorily and is
quite capsb3.s of evacuating himself from Austria if and an the need
arises. *tether or not ~nation can be accomplished is, at the mcosent,
an unanswerabls question.



•

211WELEI

crylm...u1.4-- i	 ORBEFAIR-9
:	 P/A
t	 AS 500.00

Northeastern end of U/V Area

.0' On
,r4r7AN . • 	 -...,..-_,.	 -

Wartisie Mission 1.	 In the event Austria is invaded and occupied, he will, as soon as
possibles
a.	 Begin the process of recruiting and organisirg those individuals

previously spotted for wartime use.
b.	 Begin to - 1)	 gather and report Order of Battle information,

2)	 set up Air Reception Committees to receive suPPIY drops and
possibly Special Forces Teams or other personnel, 3) 	 organise
an Evasion and tommminmslardsmw

c.	 Establish and maintain contact with Base through his W/T opera-
tor for the purpose of transmitting intelligence, reporting on
his activities and receiving instructions.

d.' Carry out instructions from Bose Which may include obtaining and
transmitting information on particular targets recruiting addi-
tional agents for specific purposes, organizing and directing sa-
botage and guerrilla warfare activities. He will engage in
these and any other additional activities only after receipt of
specific instructions from Base.

2.	 In the event Austria is not occupied and remains a neutral nation,
he will establish contact with his W/T operator and await instruc-
tions from the Or Base. Be will not initiate an activity without
specific orders from Base.	 In this situation his capabilities and
usefulness will be greatly Changed and an on.the-groand re-evaluation

• (which in all probability could be dons) would have to be made in
order to establish new responsibilities - if alli•

1.	 spot and aid in assessing individuals suitable for wartime use; oh-
taining as much biographic and background data on them as is point-
ble.

2.	 Plan with 0 the basic wartime organisation of his area and deter-
mine insofar as possible the specific functions to be assigned to
each wartime candidate.

3.	 Locate and report on Dead Drops, possible safehouses, Landing Zones
and Drop Zones, caching areas, Ea routes, etc., within his area.

on

Treining None.

Stability 1.	 Occupations	 Agent is a sales representative for Gebrueder Groh, a
metal products firm, which is to acme extent Communist
controlled.	 It is difficult to forecast how this may
affect his storability under a Communist occupation.,



2. Age

3. Politics s
4. *Who Moms

Who/

,8‘.	 X.118111

agnaltegial
	 1. Peacetimes

2. Wartime

None.

- 2 (e - 0 A 9)

At 43 he is still physically fit midnight be subject to
labor draft.
He has no political affiliations.
Agent knows and is known hy ORREPAIR-3. His Clandestine
connections with the *Americans* is also Inanaa try one of
the persons he has spotted for sorties use.

	Appow~~1•11MortmosorsOmenmer	

Personal meetings with CA, latter box aid operational
phone in Munich end, *en neoensanr, through: OHREPUR-3.
At present nemeses of communications with Base. Gadd
possibly be linked with ORICH-1 ay- giving agent's cold
contact procednre to M0E4.

Reginett Nana. Agent is an ardent hunter and has a wall collection of rifles.

Aertivation Plan Agent will automatically proceed as indicated under *Wartime Mission*.
However, until he is provided with Wif carontadeationat we Will have no I
means of directing or supporting his activities.

CIO Aisseagmaut Because agent has received very little training, it is doubtful that at
this moment he could successfully accomplish his mission. However, he isI
a very practical and shrewd person and it &mad be relatively easy to
complete his training within a alas= period of time.


